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A Message From Dr. Ajay Virmani – President and CEO

This year, 2023, marks the official 21st birthday of Cargojet. It is hard to believe that we started on this incredible journey over
two decades ago. From our very humble beginnings armed with the dream to become the dominant Canadian domestic air
cargo operator in Canada, we have grown to become a significant global air cargo operator, operating a fleet of over forty
B757F and B763F aircraft with the new B777F on the way over the next couple of years.

Our commitment, dedication, and on-time performance have led to us being leaders in the industry and I am extremely proud
and grateful for our TEAM. We have won several industry awards, both nationally and internationally and are the only
Canadian air cargo carrier that is IATA certified and has achieved an ISO: 9001:2015 quality standard accreditation.

Today, the future success of Cargojet is guided by redefining industry standards, rethinking how to serve our customers better
and remembering that it’s the personal attention that makes us all successful. One of our core values has always been our
obsession with our Customers and by providing an unparalleled level of reliability, on-time performance and flexibility. Our
100% customer retention rate and recent major customer contract extensions are a true testament to the critical role that
Cargojet provides in both the domestic and global supply chain. We have faced numerous challenges over the years, but we
have always persevered and continued to grow our business.

At Cargojet, sustainability means understanding the environmental, economic and social impacts of our business, with the
focus on engaging with relevant partners, regulators, industry agencies and other stakeholders to ensure that our business
continues to evolve and reflect high standards of corporate social responsibility. Our commitment is further underpinned by
our values: Safety, Reliability and Efficiency, that reinforce our commitment to our customers to deliver best-in-class service.
We plan to move forward in our sustainability journey, committed to sharing our efforts around the environment, our
workplace practices, our engagement with community partners and other important topics of greatest importance to our
stakeholders. This important balance is one Cargojet feels strongly about being a part of and with that in mind, we are proud
to publish our ESG Report.

Dr. Ajay K. Virmani – President & Chief Executive Officer



Environmental, Social and Governance Policy

Scope

This policy applies to all activities undertaken by or on behalf of Cargojet. All Cargojet and contractors will adopt

the ESG considerations described in this report in their day-to-day work activities. Cargojet leaders will

incorporate these considerations into decision-making and ensure organizational structures are in place to

effectively identify, manage, and monitor ESG issues.

Ownership

Implementation of this Environmental, Social and Governance Policy is a responsibility shared by Cargojet’s

Executive team. This policy is regularly reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors.

Cargojet’s Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Policy reflects our core values and

commitment to conducting our business strategically, ethically and responsibly in a manner that

allows us to continue to build a long-term and sustainable business. This policy is rooted in a focus

on understanding the environmental, economic and social impacts of our business, and in engaging

with relevant partners, regulators, industry agencies and other stakeholders to ensure that our ESG

framework continues to evolve and reflect high standards of corporate social responsibility.



ESG Targets

Aligned with our commitment to enhance our sustainability 

reporting, Cargojet has set ESG targets outlined in this 

presentation. 



Our Commitments

Note (1):  Subject to the commercial availability in the markets that Cargojet operates.

ACHIEVE

▪ Achieve Net-Zero value chain GHG emissions by 2050 in line 
with the SBTI Net-Zero Standard, to include the usage of 
Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) to at least 1% fuel 
consumption by 2025(1), 10% by 2030 and 65% by 2050.

▪ Achieve a scale of value chain emissions reductions consistent 
with pathways that limit warming to 1.5℃

NEUTRALIZE

▪ Neutralize the impact of any residual 
emissions by permanently removing an 
equivalent volume of atmospheric CO2.

IMPROVE

▪ Improve Operational Safety and Workplace 
Health and Safety performance annually.

▪ Improve focus on diversity, and gender 
parity to continue building an inclusive work 
culture. 



Environment

Climate change is a pressing global challenge, and Cargojet is

committed to do our part.



Addressing Climate Change

Cargojet believes the scale of climate challenge, and the science behind it, demands that we increase our
GHG emission reduction efforts. In response, we are in the process of calculating our GHG emissions
baseline which will inform our next steps towards our ambition of Net-Zero emissions in our operations by
2050.

Cargojet is aligned with the IATA model for combining a reduction of CO2 emissions, offsetting and
carbon-capture methods to achieve Net-Zero.

Sustainable Aviation Fuel 
(SAF) – 65% 

New Technology – 13%  

Carbon Capture – 11% 

Offsets – 8% 

Operational efficiencies – 3%

As one of the Canada’s largest airlines, we know we

need to be a leader in helping to drive the operational,

policy and technological changes needed to reduce CO2

emissions from air travel to the limit advised by the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).

To avoid the most damaging and irreversible impacts of

climate change, we intend to disclose more detail

around our pathway to achieving our long-term

aspirations as well as our GHG inventory in future

reports.

The IATA model includes measures 

in the following proportions:



Emissions

Emissions Performance

The primary method for progress in this effort is through reductions in the emission of greenhouse gases

and particulate solids. Achieving this through simply reducing flight hours creates a detrimental effect to

consumer and business stakeholders who depend on air freight for essentials of life and the sale of

other products. A better measure is an improvement in efficiency, or a reduction in Carbon Intensity,

measured by the emissions versus payload carried.

In terms of Carbon Intensity, progress in efficiency is highly dependent on economic conditions, which

determine the payload carried on any given route. While some fleet rationalization and route

adjustments are possible, to provide service to smaller markets as required by our customers frequently

the aircraft must be operated at less than maximum loads.

While the present focus is on CO2 emissions, regulators have indicated the intention to introduce similar

programs in the future for other emissions such as sulphur dioxide, nitrous oxides and methane. Details

are not yet available for these measures, however these proposals are underway. Recently, the recent

European Parliament vote in plenary to adopt a large part of the ENVI Committee’s report for the

inclusion of non-CO2 emissions in the EU ETS. The decision by Parliament to include obligations for

aircraft operators on non-CO2 emissions in the scope of the ETS is pending.



Sustainable Aviation Fuel

Cargojet is a founding member of the Canadian Council for Sustainable Aviation Fuels (C-SAF), whose

mission is to accelerate the deployment of Sustainable Aviation Fuels (SAF) in Canada to ensure that the

Canadian aviation sector remains competitive as it transitions to a Net-Zero future.

Sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) is jet fuel produced from renewable hydrocarbon resources, including both

biological and nonbiological resources. It can be produced from a range of feedstocks, including municipal

solid waste, used cooking oil, plant oils, waste gases and agricultural residues. SAF is certified as Jet-A1

fuel, which means it meets the same performance standards as conventional jet fuel and can be used

without technical modifications to aircraft. The current regulatory limitation is that it must be blended with

conventional fuel to a maximum of 50%, but certification efforts are currently underway and safe in-flight

operations at 100% have recently been demonstrated.

SAF is important because it reduces lifecycle GHG emissions by up to 85% compared with conventional,

petroleum-based jet fuel, on the principle that by re-using carbon already in the carbon cycle new sources

of fossil-fuel carbon are not introduced into the environment. SAF is also lower in particulate solids, and

has a higher energy density, than fossil fuels.



Fleet Modernization

The fleet transition was a significant step in reducing GHG emissions; for example, the Boeing 767 carries

twice the payload for the same amount of fuel burn as the legacy Boeing 727 aircraft, and the Boeing 757

carries one-third more payload for 60% of the fuel burn.

Over the past five years, Cargojet has undertaken a fleet renewal program to replace the original aircraft in

the system. This was vital from a fuel efficiency perspective due to the ever-rising cost of fuel, but also due

to a considerable increase in demand as e-commerce has become the fastest growing segment of

Business-to-Business and Direct-to-Consumer value-chains.

Our fleet transition program improves our 

Carbon Intensity by reducing the fuel burn 

per block hour per pound of payload.

In coming years, we recognize there is lot 

to do and we are committed to introducing 

long range high efficiency aircraft fleet 

such as the Boeing 777 freighter aircraft, 

which are scheduled to join our fleet in 

2024. 



Carbon

Carbon Capture

Small-scale Carbon Capture Utilization and Storage (CCUS) technology is in the formative stage. Any emissions

program will have residual emissions that are not captured under other programs which can only be captured by

CCUS. CCUS can also be used to achieve success under the Net-Zero initiative. Cargojet will deploy such CCUS

devices as they become available to achieve our targets in the future.

Carbon Offsets

While the core focus of Cargojet’s climate strategy is increasing efficiency and reducing emissions, we recognize

that carbon offsets also have a role to play. We have joined the industry effort to achieve carbon-neutral growth in

emissions from international aviation after 2020, relative to a baseline set at 85% of 2019 emissions, through our

participation in Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA).

The global airline industry contributes about 2% of all human-induced carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, and our

industry’s share of global emissions is projected to rise. Our industry is one of the few sectors that has established

global CO2 emissions goals, which include an average improvement in fuel efficiency of 1.5% per year from 2009

to 2020, carbon-neutral growth after 2020 and a 50% reduction in net aviation CO2 emissions from 2005 levels by

2050.

Adopted by the United Nations’ International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in 2016 and currently being

implemented by Canada in association with Transport Canada, Cargojet is one of 13 airlines in Canada to monitor

carbon footprint along with other airlines around the world. CORSIA is the first global carbon pricing mechanism

covering an entire sector.



Fleet Efficiency and Optimization

The program tracks six key metrics for fuel

efficiency through the Flight Data Monitoring

program and is used to improve fuel

consumption through improvements in flight

planning and flight operations by the

dispatchers and flight crews.

Our initiatives implemented under the Fleet 

Efficiency and Optimization Program include:

Centre of gravity optimization

Reduced thrust takeoff and climb, reverse idle 
during landing

Optimum takeoff flaps

Variable cost index 

Continuous descent

Reduced flap landing

Single engine taxi

Reduced APU usage

Ensuring optimum climb, cruise altitude, aircraft 
speeds and direct routings to reduce fuel 

consumption and burn 

Cargojet implemented a new load

control program in 2018, which

calculates the most fuel-efficient load

distribution for each flight to reduce fuel

burn and GHG emissions.

Maximizing the fuel efficiency of our aircraft is both a core

focus of our climate change strategy and a key business

objective. In partnership with our customers, Cargojet has

implemented a Fuel Optimization Program established to

increase fuel efficiency.

Our initiatives implemented under the Fleet Efficiency and 

Optimization Program Include:



Fleet Efficiency and Optimization (continued)

Aircraft engine wash programs

Replacement of heavier fiberglass ULD containers with Lexan containers

Reducing aircraft empty weight by removing Fly Away Kits from aircraft on 
network sectors 

Restricting the use of taxiing aircraft and ground runs to a minimum for 
maintenance purposes except where specifically required for maintenance 

checks or verifications

Conducting routine checks of aircraft systems for leakages contributing to 
higher fuel burns

Painting and polishing aircraft to reduce drag and increase fuel efficiency

Rigging of aircraft flight controls and the replacement of flight control seals to 
reduce drag 

Electric ground handling and aircraft servicing equipment

We continue to work to improve efficiency through optimizing loads and to reconfigure our network to 

reduce flying hours while maintaining service to our business and consumer customers. 

Aircraft Maintenance and Load 

Control programs include:



Broader Industry Programs

As a responsible member of the international aviation industry, we at Cargojet recognize our obligations

to participate in programs that consider and benefit all stakeholders. More importantly, this is seen by

Cargojet as an ongoing effort, rather than a one-time task. Programs that are a benefit to our customers

and the public at large are also in our corporate interests, since it is only good governance to enhance

the welfare of our customers through environmental sustainability by whatever means are available.

Cargojet Inc. is committed to the “Greening Aviation in Canada” initiative spearheaded by the

Government of Canada. This is a collaborative effort with the federal government and industry. It is a

fine example of how the interests and goals of ESG and the company shareholder can be aligned.

For more information on 

Greening Aviation in Canada 

program, please

click link below:

https://tc.canada.ca/en/corporate-services/policies/greening-aviation-canada


Supplier Management

For more information on the 

CDP program, please

click link below:

We are committed to a sustainable future

through environmental transparency. 

ESG is of critical importance to our customers and stakeholders. As a result, Cargojet is making an active

effort to, where possible, work with our customers and suppliers to improve our ESG impacts. ESG is an

increasingly importance factor for our consideration of suppliers. Where bids are put out to tender,

requirements regarding ESG are included and the responses are considered as part of selecting the

successful bids. Scope 3 Emissions among our suppliers are an essential part of our Carbon Inventory,

and we encourage suppliers to participate in the CDP reporting system.

https://www.cdp.net/en


Pollution Reduction

N
O

IS
E Noise abatement profiles use reduced 

power settings and increased climb 
profiles. The Cargojet Performance 
program calculates the optimum power 
setting for each take off and allows the 
flight crew to use lower power and flap 
settings to reduce noise levels, fuel 
burn, and engine wear.  The latest 
onboard Flight Management System 
RNP navigation equipment allows 
continuous descent idle power 
approaches along the least noise 
sensitive routings

W
A

S
T

E Cargojet has a waste diversion initiative 
across its operations with a focus to 
reduce garbage and provide recycling 
options. We encourage all bases to 
reduce the amount of waste that is 
placed in the recycling bins, and 
actively reuse and recycle materials 
whenever possible.



Social

Social

Cargojet recognizes that we have an impact on society and our stakeholders, and

likewise that stakeholders impact our business and operations. Cargojet’s

founding principles of diversity, quality, respect, fairness, teamwork and empathy

reflect our dedication to strong social performance.



Health & Safety

As an airline, the health and safety of our team members is critical to successful operations. All team

members receive mandatory Safety Management System (SMS) Training as initial training upon hiring

and recurrent every 3 years. Hazard Prevention Program training occurs every 3 years, which includes a

review of the program and a review of the Hazard Register.

Cargojet has an established an Occupational Health & Safety Program that is documented in the

company’s Health & Safety Program Manual (HSPM). The manual outlines the elements, organization,

processes and procedures of Cargojet’s Health & Safety Program, as well as the Occupational Health &

Safety Policy and the Safety Policy. Our HSPM is based on standard health and safety practices, using

Part II of the Canada Labour Code and the Canada Occupational Health and Safety Regulations as

primary guidance.

Additional training includes mandatory WHMIS, Fire Safety training, and Safety Policy training for all team

members through both virtual and on the job training. Training programs are either one time or recurrent

training sessions as determined to be necessary and Cargojet tracks completion of these training

programs through the Jet Train application.

The Non-Punitive Safety Reporting system tracks incidents and injuries to monitor compliance with

policies and procedures. Where deficiencies and trends are identified, corrective actions are

implemented to modify training programs and procedures as appropriate. Team members also have

access to Whistleblower call lines and Employee Assistance Programs to ensure their well-being and

safety.



Safety Risk, Emergency & Crisis Management

The company has a Risk Management Program that is documented in the Safety Management System

(SMS) Program Manual, which allows for the identification, assessment and mitigation of safety risks that

threaten the organization and its personnel prior to an incident, or to mitigate the effects and eliminate the

recurrence of incidents that have already occurred. Cargojet’s SMS Program is in accordance with

requirements of Transport Canada Aviation Regulations, International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),

and International Air Transport Association (IATA) and approved by Transport Canada.

The Safety Risk Profile is a list of prioritized risks that have been identified through the Hazard

Identification process; it contains a list of the five to ten highest safety risks to allow for the effective

allocation of resources where they are required the most. The Safety Risk Profile is updated annually,

however, where a risk is identified as safety critical, it is reviewed, and the Safety Risk Profile is adjusted

as required. The Safety Risk Profile is reviewed at both semi-annual meetings of the Management Safety

Review Committee chaired by the Accountable Executive.

Cargojet is dedicated to strong and effective crisis risk management and emergency preparedness to

manage unforeseeable incidents. The company has an Emergency Response Plan in place that is

documented in the Emergency Response Manual (ERM). Cargojet has developed an Emergency

Response Plan (ERP) to respond to an emergency. If an accident or incident occurs, the mission of the

ERP is to render aid to injured parties and to prevent or minimize further personal injury or property

damage, while ensuring business continuity and the continuation of operations.



Safety Committees & Surveys

Cargojet’s Committee members and Health and Safety Representatives, as applicable, shall promote safe

work practices and conditions, and assist in creating a safe work environment by recommending actions

that will improve the effectiveness of Cargojet’s Health and Safety Program.

Safety Surveys are conducted on an annual basis as a performance measurement tool to assist in

continuing to improve the effectiveness of our SMS Program, to monitor the effectiveness of the SMS

Training and communication channels, and to help identify areas of further development and

improvement.

The Surveys are distributed company wide and consist of questions to address areas such as SMS

General, Safety Information and Communication, Hazards, Reporting, Feedback, Training, Safety Culture,

Management, COVID-19, and a last open question where participants are requested to provide their

feedback, comments or suggestions.

An analysis of the responses received is conducted following to the completion of each survey cycle. The 

Survey is conducted annually.



Programs

Hazard Prevention Program

A key aspect of managing safety is the Hazard Prevention Program (HPP) which is in place for the

identification and management of workplace hazards. A Hazard Register is maintained reflecting all

hazards identified. This Register includes the hazard-related consequences, the existing risk controls, the

risk assessment, and the proposed mitigations, if necessary, with details of the applicable action plan. All

team members receive HPP training every three years, which includes a review of the program and a

review of the Hazard Register.

Dangerous Goods Program

Cargojet is fully committed to the establishment of a culture that has dangerous goods as a fundamental

operational priority. A key aspect of managing dangerous goods is through our Dangerous Goods

Program. The objective of this program is to provide direction and assistance to all company and non-

company personnel involved in the handling, offering for transport and transporting of dangerous goods

on behalf of Cargojet. Through the use of our DG Operations Manual, all personnel involved with

Dangerous Goods, will have guidelines as how to conduct their activities.



Workplace Violence & Harassment Policy

Cargojet is committed to building and preserving a safe working environment for its team members and has a

Workplace Violence and Harassment Prevention Policy in place which outlines our commitment to providing a safe

working environment. In pursuit of this goal, Cargojet does not condone and will not tolerate acts of violence or

harassment against or by any company team members, job candidates, managers, or clients. This commitment is

applied to the processes involving training, performance reviews and assessments, promotions, transfers, layoffs,

remuneration, and all other employment practices and working conditions.

If any team member feels discriminated against or harassed in any way, they can and should, in confidence and

without fear of reprisal, report the occurrence immediately to the Human Resources department. Also available to

our team members is Cargojet’s Open Door Policy and Confidence Line Ethics and Workplace Hotline, which

reflects our commitment to transparent and flexible communications between managers and team members. This

in turn helps build a culture of trust amongst all. We encourage team members to ask for counsel or feedback,

express a complaint or concern, make suggestions for change, or discuss other personal topics. The Open-Door

Policy is also intended to provide all team members with a means of sharing concerns up to the President & CEO

level.

Cargojet is committed to integrity and ethical behaviour in the workplace and fosters a fair and safe work

environment for all team members. It is of paramount importance that our team members are provided with an

avenue to anonymously report workplace issues with a means of communicating concerns to an independent third

party in order to maintain confidentiality. All reports will be kept confidential and will only be shared with necessary

individuals when required.

Every Cargojet team member is entitled to employment                                                          

free from discrimination and harassment. 



Diversity & Inclusion

At Cargojet, Fairness, Diversity, Respect, Equality, Teamwork, and Empathy are the very

cornerstones for our business philosophy and recipe of our success.

Cargojet is dedicated to providing an atmosphere free from barriers in order to promote equity, gender parity, and

diversity. We celebrate and welcome the diversity of all team members, stakeholders and external personnel. It is

the Cargojet’s policy to foster an environment that respects people's dignity, ideas and beliefs thereby ensuring

equity and diversity in employment. We demonstrate our commitment to this by providing a supportive work

environment and a corporate culture that welcomes and encourages equal opportunities for all of our team.

Diversity is a key pillar of the corporate strategy. Today, females represent nearly 16% of Cargojet team members

in the workforce, almost 27% of our team in our workforce identify as a visible minority and 2.1% are persons with

disabilities.

Cargojet has specific policies in place to prevent any discrimination in any employment, stakeholder or external

personnel matter and is dedicated to promoting diversity within the workplace. All personnel actions regarding

hiring, compensation, promotion, benefits, job assignments, transfers, company sponsored programs or events,

etc., will be taken without regard to race, colour, creed, religion, sex, gender identity, gender expression, family

status, age, language or national origin. Cargojet ensures that accommodations are made for individuals who

require them. Individuals are encouraged to let Cargojet’s management know of any accommodations that can be

made to make our workplace better.



Diversity & Inclusion

“Cargojet is proud to have one of the most diverse workforces in the country but what has

become even more important is to raise the collective bar. There is more we can do to

support racial equality in professions where ethnic minorities form a much smaller portion

of workforce. Therefore, supporting those who may not have the opportunity to pursue

certain careers at an early education stage is vitally important.”

– Dr. Ajay Virmani, President and CEO of Cargojet

To reinforce our founding principle of Diversity, and to foster our growth as an organization, Cargojet has a robust

Diversity & Inclusion Policy. All team members complete mandatory diversity training modules that set a consistent

and high standard of expectation for all Cargojet team members. Our diversity training includes a video shown to

new team members during onboarding followed by two other training modules. The first module focuses on the

multiple aspects of diversity, including factors such as ethnicity, culture, religion, age, gender parity, sexual

orientation, and sexual identity. This course educates participants about acceptable and unacceptable workplace

attitudes and behaviors, including discrimination, harassment, and bullying. The course helps team members

identify appropriate ways to respond and provides practical strategies to support an inclusive workplace

environment where everyone feels safe and respected. The second module emphasizes how unconscious bias

effects everyone. The course examines how biases in the workplace can affect individuals and organizations and

identifies ways to improve internal processes with the goal of creating an inclusive and equal opportunity

environment. It emphasizes on working towards creating a barrier free employment by reviewing all the internal

processes including but not limited to hiring, promotions, talent management and transfers, to remove any barriers.



Team Member Benefits & Satisfaction

Cargojet provides it team members with competitive wages and benefits, as well as non-salary mechanisms to

recognize our team members. The pay and benefits at Cargojet are comparable to the industry and are periodically

reviewed for internal and external parity. All hourly team members have an annual salary increase process which is

based on a consistent “Salary Grid” that considers various factors such as the role and its complexity, industry

standards, tenure, experience level, and cost of inflation. The performance management system and the

progressive discipline system ensure procedural fairness and reinforce a consistent performance and behavioral

standards for all team members.

Our Managing Your Work Hours Policy reflects our commitment to offer flexible work schedules whenever deemed

reasonable to members of the designated groups. We have three (3) types of employment status: Regular Full-

Time, Regular Part-Time and Temporary Part-Time. These groups allow us to accommodate all team members

depending on their personal situation. For example, a team member in the Temporary Part-Time group may be a

student who is going to school full-time however, if they want to contribute to the workforce as well, they are able to

work reduced hours.

Cargojet conducts team engagement surveys annually. The surveys cover various aspects including work

environment, relationship management, career development and work engagement. The surveys are conducted

anonymously to obtain genuine feedback from team members. The surveys are analyzed, and the results shared at

team member-wide town hall meetings alongside priority actions the company intends to undertake based on the

feedback received. This practice reaffirms the trust on the surveys as a valuable tool for team members to freely

express themselves. The company also conducts discretionary surveys for collating feedback from team members

on specific issues such as schedules and salary.



Talent Acquisition & Retention

Cargojet continues to follow industry best practices to retain its position as an “Employer of choice”.

The company’s talent acquisition strategy underpins the company’s core values and founding principles.

Our recruitment practices continue to place an extensive focus on hiring within the organization first, to

allow for internal advancement of Team Members. All jobs are first posted internally company-wide

followed by external postings on popular job boards, social media platforms, and the careers page of the

company website. The hiring team closely works with local community agencies and academic circles to

attract the right talent from a diverse pool of prospective candidates. All recruitment tools are appropriately

applied to ensure fairness and consistency.

All new hires are introduced to the Cargojet’s history, culture and core values during their orientation and

onboarding. Team Members are required to read and acknowledge all corporate policies including

Cargojet’s Code of Ethics.

Equality Diversity Respect Teamwork Fairness Empathy



Stakeholder Engagement & Investment

In 2022, Cargojet hosted our first successful Inaugural Investor’s Day at our Control Center in Hamilton.

To watch the 2022 Investor’s 

Day meeting, please click the 

link below:

To view the 2022 Investor’s 

Presentation, please click the link 

below :

Cargojet consults with our stakeholders because we value their opinions; we engage with them using

different forms of communication in order to remain innovative, responsive and relevant to our customers

and our team. Different forms of engagement forms include surveys, focus groups, emails, letters,

telephone calls, complaint resolution processes, social media channels, one-on-one employee / manager

discussions, town halls, outreach programs, partnerships with community groups and not-for-profit

organizations, employee volunteerism, memberships, relationships with government officials and

regulatory bodies, participation in multi-stakeholder conferences, forums and research initiatives.

https://vimeo.com/757670321?embedded=true&source=video_title&owner=186263184
https://cargojet.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/CJT-Investor-Day-Presentation-Sept-27-2022.pdf


Governance

Cargojet recognizes the importance of sound corporate governance practices to ensure the

proper and effective management of our company and successful operation of our business.

Cargojet is committed to actions and policies that align with the needs and values of our key

stakeholders and reflect a culture of compliance, ethical conduct, and good governance.



Board Of Directors

Dr. Ajay K. Virmani
President & CEO, Cargojet

Arlene Dickinson*
Chair of Audit Committee

Paul Godfrey*
Chairman of the Board and

Chair of the Corporate Governance 
Committee

John Webster*
Chair of the Compensation and 

Nominating Committee
Mary Traversy*

* Independent Board Member



Task Force On Climate-Related Financial Disclosures

The Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) is a program under the UN Global

Compact and has become prominent internationally as a standard method for assessing and mitigating

climate risks to companies. The program requires an Integrated Strategy in the MD&A, and the

establishment of a CSR Sustainability Committee.

Governance, strategy, risk management, and metrics and targets are the four thematic areas of the

program. There are requirements for General Strategy, plans for Environmental R&D Expenditures,

assessment of Climate Change Risks and Opportunities, and the maintenance of various Emissions

Metrics and Targets. It is recommended that executive compensation be significantly determined by the

extent to which these targets are achieved.

The goal is to disclose clear, comparable and consistent information about the financial risks and

opportunities presented by climate change. The effects of climate change then become routinely

considered in business and investment decisions.

Cargojet is currently working through the process for an initial

submission to be certified in the coming months.



Regulatory Compliance

We are committed to maintaining, promoting, and enforcing a high standard of compliance within

applicable regulatory requirements. We are committed to the adoption of certain best practices that go

beyond the requirements mandated by law. This includes governance best practices recommended under

National Policy 58-201 – Corporate Governance Guidelines.

The Regulatory Review Sub-Committee (RRSC) is a standing adjunct to the Safety Action Committee

(SAC), with a mandate to meet on a quarterly basis. Each member of this Committee monitors regulations

and standards in their respective functions and monitors industry best practices and 3rd party agencies.

The RRSC is comprised of designated representatives from Flight Operations, Maintenance &

Engineering, Cargo Operations, the Manager Regulatory Security, the Manager SMS, and the Vice

President SMS and Security. The RRSC monitors and acts upon changes in regulations, standards,

exemptions, industry best practices and 3rd party agencies, including procedures and legislation with

respect to Emergency Response, to maintain regulatory compliance.

The Safety Policy Committee receives quarterly reports from the Human Resources Department, which is

responsible for compliance with Occupational Health and Safety (OSH) and other government Health &

Safety programs, to ensure all regulatory compliance for health and safety is achieved and actioned in a

timely manner. Thus, the HR Department monitors changes in regulations pertaining to the Canada

Labour Code, and the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act. Cargojet has not

received any fines over the last year for non-compliance with relevant regulatory requirements.



Code of Ethics

At Cargojet, sound legal and ethical business practices are fundamental to the way in which we operate.

We are committed to promoting a culture of integrity and respect.

Our Leadership Team is accountable for ensuring performance expectations and behaviours consistent

with the principles of the Code of Ethics and the company’s values. These expectations are

communicated across the company’s workforce and to any parties who conduct business with us.

Our Code of Ethics is reviewed and approved by the Board at each AGM. All Cargojet Team Members

are expected to review the Code of Conduct and sign off [annually]. Our Code of Ethics reflects

Cargojet’s policies in terms of conflicts of interest, fair dealings, and compliance with laws.

Team members are bound by a Timely Disclosure and Confidentiality Policy and Insider Trading Policy.

We practice and promote ethical operations with consideration for human rights and commit to supporting

the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.



Policies & Publications

For Cargojet Policies, please click on 

the link below:

Cargojet Policies and Publications are available on the 

following link and on our website. 

For Publications, please visit our website 

by clicking on the link below:

https://cargojet.sharepoint.com/sites/ESG/Shared%20Documents/General/DP4SVV001030.pdf
https://cargojet.com/
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